
July 6, 2005 

VILLAGE BOARD MTNUTES 

Mayor Bruce Block opened the meeting at 7:00 p.m .. Those present were John 
Carleton , Allen Hall, Krista Jones, Rod.}' McGarigle, and Kara Walker. With Thad 
Trimble absent. 

The minutes were read with one correction Kara Walker is head of the drainage 
committee instead of AlJen Hall. Hall & McGarigle M&S to accept minutes as corrected. 

The bills were viewed. Jones & Carleton M&S to pay the July bills and accept the 
financial report. 

Mike McGarigle came before the board to dispute the allegations that were made 
at the June meeting. He felt that most things that were said were exaggerated and several 
un-truths. Mike reported that a lot of the extra things that Brian Loman put into hi s 
property was done of his own choosing. Mike also stated that there were plenty of storm 
drains 10 be used. 

A bond ordinance was presented to the trustees in the amount of $475,000. This is 
to be borrowed to cover the work on the new water system. The Trustees needed to 
authorize the issue of this bond. A roll caU vote was taken; Hall ; yes, McGarigle; yes, 
Carleton; yes, Walker; yes, and Jones; yes, with Trimble absent. Vote carried 5-0. 

WATER Hall spoke with Andy Keiser after the inspection of the water tower. 
And Keiser reported that it will cost approximately $65,000 to repair the stand pipe inside 
and out.. He reported that there needed to be someone who was trained to be there for the 
installation of the new water lines. Herb Mil ler was trained to do this job. 

In order to install the new loops a map must be submitted. It was suggested that 
Scott Girrard from Heritage who is familiar with the CAD program to reconstruct an 
updated map of the village. Jeff Wyant will run loops we purchase the material. 

A broken line was found by Rosie Cobb's but is now repaired. 
Lines have been laid for the new water system. now waiting for the new meter 

house to be built. 
Ron Gast reported that the part needed to fix the swi tch that shuts off the flow of 

water when it reaches a certain level will cost $2,300. It was dec ided not to replace the 
switch due to shutting down the system within the next couple of months. It was M&S by 
Hall & Jones to compensate Ron for the extra time in running this switch manually by 
giving him $ 150 per month. It was also okayed for Ron to purchase some repair pieces. 

It was stated that the road work was well under way. 
ORDINANCES Carleton to gather more information on dog ordinance to include 

dangerous dogs. 
PARK Jones bad no report at this time. 
CITY MAINTANACE Walker had no report at thi s time. 


